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Motivation
Bar-induced gas inflows towards galaxy centres are recognised as a key agent for
the secular evolution of galaxies. However, the theoretically predicted effect of
bar gas flows on chemical properties of HII regions has been observationally
difficult to measure, and conclusions on the relevance of bars are frequently
contradictory. We summarise here our results concerning the ionized gas chemical
properties for barred and unbarred galaxies from two different approaches.
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• The N/O abundance ratio is enhanced in the central region (inner 1.2-4 kpc) of barred
galaxies by ~0.1 dex (top-right histogram). However, we do not find differences in
central 12+log(O/H) in barred and unbarred galaxies.
• Barred/unbarred differences increase towards lower mass galaxies or later types
(bottom box-plot).
• We do not find any clear dependency with bar parameters (ellipticity, length,…)

• Barred galaxies have shallower N/O radial abundance gradient than unbarred
galaxies of similar absolute B-band magnitude, for MB ≥ -20 (top-right). A similar trend is
observed in the 12+log(O/H) radial abundance gradient but with a larger scatter
(bottom-right).

• No difference is observed in the 12+log(O/H) radial fit intercept (bottom-left) between
barred and unbarred galaxies. However, barred galaxies tend to have a larger
central N/O (extrapolated from radial fits) than unbarred galaxies if we ignore
Magellanic-type bars (indicated with black marker edge color).

In the histograms:
AD: Anderson-Darling test P-value: approximate significance level at which the null hypothesis that the two samples are drawn from the same
population can be rejected. Usually, significance levels lower than 5% are requested to reject the null hypothesis.
NB, NU: number of barred and unbarred galaxies, respectively.

Method 1
All spiral galaxies in SDSS DR2
with:
•
•
•
•
•

26o

Face-on (b/a ≥ 0.9, i <
)
M* > 1010 M¤
0.02 ≤ z ≤ 0.07
B/T > 0.043 (earlier than Sd)
S/N > 10 (in spectra, g-band)

Methodology
• Emission-line flux measurements in
spectra
from [OII]3727,3729 è
[SII]6717,6731 and extinction correction.
• Estimates of 12+log(O/H) and log(N/O)
from HII-CHI-mistry (Pérez-Montero 2014)
• Analysis of other central ionized gas
properties
(SFRs, electron density,…) for
barred and unbarred galaxies separately.

Method 2
Compilation of HII region
emission-line fluxes and positions
for nearby spirals from the
literature:
•
•

Extra bonus for the sample:
Final sample:
173 barred and 265 unbarred
non-AGN galaxies

• 12+ log(O/H) and log(N/O) estimates for all
regions with the same method from the
compiled emission-line fluxes (HII-CHI-mistry v3

and empirical calibrations of bright line ratios – O3N2,
N2, O2N2, R23).

Derivation of structural morphological
parameters for all galaxies (disk scale length, PA,
inclination, bar length,…) from r-band images.
•

• Calculation of deprojected galactocentric
distances.
• Analysis of radial abundance profiles.

• Stellar component modelled and
subtracted (STARLIGHT) from SDSS
spectra - Coelho & Gadotti (2011)
•

53 spirals (Sa to Sm)
2644 HII regions (580 with
direct abundance
determinations)

Methodology

Morphological 2D decomposition
available - Gadotti (2009)

Comparison between the total stellar mass and redshift distributions
for the subsamples of non-AGN barred and unbarred galaxies.
Both distributions are similar for barred and unbarred galaxies.

Conclusion
Bars do seem to alter chemical properties of ionized gas in lower mass spirals ( MB ≥ -20 or
M* ≤ 1010.8 M¤), with respect to observed values in unbarred galaxies of the similar mass (or
MB), by producing central (1.2-4 kpc) N/O enhancement and by making N/O abundance
gradients shallower. This conclusion comes from both a study of SDSS integrated spectra of
the central kiloparsecs of spirals, and a study of the radial abundance profiles obtained from
resolved spectroscopy of HII regions.

Example radial abundance profile obtained for NGC 5457 after compilation of HII region data from different authors, and
recalculation of abundances and galactocentric distances with the same methodology for all HII region data. The dashed
and dotted grey ellipses and straight lines mark the location of the disk effective radius (Re) and R25 respectively. Other
symbols and lines as follows:
•
•
•
•

Black open symbols: HII regions with direct abundance determinations.
Dotted black straight lines: fits to direct abundance determinations.
Solid blue straight line: linear fit to HII-CHI-mistry abundances (corresponding χν2 in top-right corner).
Dotted red straight line: Double linear fit to profile (corresponding χν2 in top-right corner).
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